
PROFILE

I am a Frontend Developer with 3
years of commercial experience.  
I approach my work with a strong
emphasis on continuous learning
and staying up-to-date with the
latest technologies. 

I believe in the power of effective
communication and collaboration,
and I value working in a team
environment where ideas are
shared and collective decisions
are made.

FRONTEND DEVELOPER

Hanna
Kryvaruchka

Poznan, Poland

portfolio.3dw.by

linkedIn

anna.49.fog@gmail.com

WORK EXPERIENCE

Develop new features for web application on Vue.js 3
Develop new widgets and upgrade those already existing on Vue.js 2
Troubleshoot, bugfix, refactor and maintain the code
Optimizing user experience
Create technical documentation
Perform code review
Participe in the project estimation and planning

FRONTEND DEVELOPER (VUE.JS)

Brymonsoft Jun 2021 -  Dec 2021

Create web components with Lit element library and implement in the web
application
Develop new features for web application on Vue.js 3
Write unit and integration tests
Investigation of best practices to be utilized in the project
Create technical documentation
Perform code review
Participation in tech meetings and Agile ceremonies (stand up, sprint
planning, retrospectives, etc)

SKILLS

JavaScript, TypeScript,
Vue.js 2/3, Vuex/Pinia, Nuxt,
HTML, CSS/SASS, BEM,
Lit, Storybook
Vitest, Vue Test Utils, Jest,
Bootstrap, Vuetify, Tailwind CSS,
AJAX, REST, GraphQL,
Git, Yarn/NPM, IntelliJ IDEA ,
Working in an Agile environment

Godel Technologies

FRONTEND DEVELOPER (VUE.JS)

Jan 2022 -  Jul  2023

The project represented a web application for monitoring the communication
data of the employees that deal with sensitive data. It included a set of
surveillance solutions that collect all communications sources from phone calls
and emails right through to WhatsApp into one single monitoring platform.

1. Startup project for musicians and their students that allows to organize online
musical classes for people around the world.

2. Startup web constructor project enabling creating web sites fast and easily.

FRONTEND DEVELOPER (VUE.JS)

Antalogic Mar 2021 -  Juln 2021

1. International commercial vehicle trade platform.

2. The charity platform that motivates people to help each other.

Roles and Responsibilities:

Roles and Responsibilities:

https://portfolio.3dw.by/
http://portfolio.3dw.by/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/hanna-kryvaruchka-fog/


Freelance

Develop and maintain of websites and landing pages
UI/UX
Create responsive design
Reafctor and bug fixing
Optimize user experience
Participation in the project estimation and planning.

During the freelance period I was working on several websites and landing
pages as well as working on web design.

FRONTEND DEVELOPER

Jun 2020 - Mar 2021

EDUCATION

LANGUAGES

Francisk Skorina Gomel
State University

Programming courses

2010 - 2015 | Bachelor's
Degree in Foreign Languages

Courses list

English    upper-intermediate
Poland     elementary

Russian    native
French     elementary

Develop new features, pages and components for SPA on Vue.js 2, 3
Refactor components
Optimize user experience
Investigation of best practices to be utilized in the project
Participation in the project estimation and planning

Roles and Responsibilities:

Roles and Responsibilities:

https://www.linkedin.com/in/hanna-kryvaruchka-fog/details/certifications/?profileUrn=urn%3Ali%3Afsd_profile%3AACoAADDMfuEBBQgikimvQRQ_g9Of_PyiLPrmQ74

